




Esteemed delegates and sponsors of VIMUNC XI,

Welcome to the eleventh annual Virginia Invitational Model United Nations Conference. As

the MUN year winds down, we hope to provide the best experience yet, with paramount

service and attention to detail that creates the greatest conference. From broad UN

organizations to regional bodies, from corporations to criminal organizations, VIMUNC has

committees that truly serve every interest. With experienced chairs, czars, and staff, we will

ensure that every delegate truly has a positive experience, and we hope that you can enjoy your

experience with us.

VIMUNC’s 21 committees and over 850 delegates make this year’s conference one of the

largest editions ever, and we look forward to expanding our outreach across the DMV region to

continue to provide a wonderful experience for all delegates. With a large MUN team that has

years of experience, we hope that every single minute of the committee is filled with

substantive debate that will create learning experiences that last for years to come.

So much hard work has been put into every single crisis update, background guide, and

dossier, and we sincerely hope that the work and care placed in each aspect of this conference

is displayed in its quality. If at any time you feel something about the conference is

unsatisfactory, please don’t hesitate to talk to your chairs, a staffer, or a member of the

Secretariat.

Thank you so much for your commitment to VIMUNC XI, and best of luck in your

committee, future conferences, and ambitions.

Sincerely,

Mei Torrey

Secretary-General, VIMUNC XI



ECOFIN
(Economic and Financial Commi�ee)

TOPIC A:Managing Debt and Financial Stability
in Developing Countries

TOPIC B: Combating Illicit Financial Flows and
Money Laundering

Overview of the Body

ECOFIN unites ecology and finance and has roots back to the early 1990s. ECOFIN’s

mission is to generate strong risk-adjusted returns and measurable impacts for all nations across

the world. The committee focuses on international trade, economic policies, taxation, funding of

development, and handling the effects of globalization. ECOFIN meetings take place monthly

and discuss both the financial and ecological aspects of international negotiations. It is hosted as

a General Assembly committee where all UN Member States participate. The body is made up of

both finance and economic ministers from all member states, along with relevant European

Commissioners.



TOPIC A: Managing Debt and Financial
Stability in Developing Countries
Topic Background

For centuries, developing nations have struggled with managing debt and upholding

financial stability due to their reliance on factors such as loans and exports from foreign

countries, limited revenue streams, and their vulnerability to economic shocks. Historically,

many newly independent states and developing countries rapidly accumulated debt to finance

industrialization and government spending which was made possible through the World Bank

and the IMF.

However, a recurring issue that will remain prevalent is that state-led development often

fails, and this level of excessive borrowing to cover debts and costs ended up leading to the

1980s’ “LDC (Less-Developed-Country) Debt Crisis”. Developing economies collapsed as

interest rates rose and the price of the commodities that these countries depended on began

falling, making repaying debt impossible. To combat this, different initiatives such as HIPC

provided partial relief, but progress rebuilding and new debt crises arising proved that this was

an issue that would linger.

Debt, however, isn’t the only thing that plagues these developing nations economically,

as wider financial crises accentuated by financial mismanagement, political instability, and

external shocks such as the previously mentioned rising interest rates and commodity prices have

threatened stability in the developing world. Some of the more notable instances of these include



crises in Mexico in 1994, East Asia and Russia in 1997 - 1998, and Argentina in 2001. After

decades of periodic crises, developing country debt had mostly stabilized in the early 2000s

through reforms. However, after the 2008 global financial crisis, instability started rapidly rising

again. Now, debt is at record highs in many poorer countries, resurfacing questions of

sustainability.

Ongoing efforts to improve developing country debt and financial stability include

domestic policy changes to invest borrowed funds wisely and improve tax systems, improved

lending principles from international institutions like the IMF and World Bank, and innovative

debt reduction schemes like debt-for-nature swaps. However, vulnerabilities remain, including

global conditions beyond individual countries’ control along with domestic governance

weaknesses. History shows that while progress has been made, managing debt and finances

remains a substantial challenge for sustainable growth and poverty reduction across the

developing world. Strong international cooperation and developing country-led reforms aimed at

stability, productivity gains, diversified economies, and accountable institutions are still required.

Current Situation

Despite years of reforms and interim debt relief, LDCs are again facing significant debt.

The situation has escalated to dangerous levels over the last 15 years, which is leading to the

possibility of a new debt problem. As governments borrowed large sums of money after the 2008

crisis to aid economic growth, debts in developing countries surged to a tremendous $55 trillion



by 2018. This number is more than 200% of the money coming in. Now, with the rate for

borrowing going up and growth slowing down in the world, at least 55 low- and middle-income

countries are facing extreme difficulty in paying back their debts.

Additionally, the COVID-19 virus has led to further negative impacts and outside debts

increasing by 12% in 2020. As of now, almost all developing countries are at high risk of or are

already in debt problems. While the issue’s fundamentals vary from antiquated infrastructure

requiring heavy investment to economic mismanagement and graft, reckless lending has

undoubtedly contributed, as many state banks have offered immense loans with limited

diligence.

Private bond investors searching for yield in a low-interest era also share the blame.

Foreign countries now own 50-70% of the debt in most poor countries. This complicates the

problem, introducing further issues than before, when just a few big groups constituted the debt.

With the cost of borrowing getting higher, the World Bank says that LDCs can face another host

of economic crises. Other dimensions of financial stability also remain compromised amidst

excessive commodity reliance and global interlinkages enabling crises to spread rapidly between

developing markets. For example, despite progress, commodity exports still comprise 80% of

government revenues in Nigeria or 75% in Saudi Arabia, leaving fiscal balances vulnerable to

price shifts. Global financial volatility from 2022 interest rate spikes also sparked major currency

routs across emerging markets from Turkey to Ghana. With global growth expected to slow

further, developing nations have limited policy space left for both financial and development

progress. Thus, while substantial lending enabled rapid progress over the past decade, the

practice has bred instability.



With debt service depriving crucial sustainable development investments in education,

healthcare, and adaptation, the development gains made are at risk. Lasting solutions likely

require expanding local currency borrowing, linking loans to growth rather than overly strict

fiscal targets, improving coordination between disparate creditors, and having major economies

provide liquidity relief in times of crisis. But developing country efforts to bolster domestic

resource mobilization through reformed tax systems, diverse service-sector-led growth, and civic

institutions supporting accountable policy are just as critical for breaking this recurring cycle of

debt and instability.

Possible/Past Solutions

The UN has aimed to address developing countries' debt and financial issues through

various policy initiatives and multilateral summits given the implications for global stability and

development progress. Proposals over recent decades have focused on improving debt

sustainability, crisis response coordination, reducing commodity reliance, and reforming the

international financial system’s impact. For example, the UN Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD) introduced the Principles on Promoting Responsible Sovereign

Lending and Borrowing in 2012 to guide sensible debtor and creditor behaviors. These included

transparency, commitment to growth, responsible contracting, and fair restructuring principles.

Further, the 2015 UN Financing for Development Conference in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

led to governing agreements on systemic reform and crisis tools like state-contingent debt

instruments that link repayments to growth indicators. The UN and other multilateral bodies have



also assisted commodity-dependent countries to diversify, including UNIDO collaboration

programs that aided productivity gains in agriculture and industry across Latin America and

Africa.

Additionally, the UN Development Program has run extensive technical assistance

projects over the last decade to help governments expand tax bases, increase citizen voluntary

compliance, and curb illicit financial flows that deprive public revenues. In response to specific

crises, coordinated UN responses have been activated through mechanisms like the Debt

Sustainability Framework to analyze debt burdens jointly with the IMF and World Bank. For

example, amidst COVID-19, the UN called for a trillion-dollar issuance of Special Drawing

Rights reserve assets by the IMF to provide developing states fiscal space for healthcare

spending and economic recovery efforts.

Thus, while addressing the complex two-sided balance between prudent borrowing and

realistic lending ultimately requires developing country-led reforms, the UN system has

introduced standards and crisis tools aimed at stabilizing finance over many LDC and Global

South economies threatened by global contagion effects. Though their voluntary nature has

meant partial success, this framework remains available for expansion should political consensus

grow around the need for more binding sustainable finance principles in a development

emergency.



Questions to Consider

1. What measures can be implemented at the international level to promote financial

stability and debt management in developing countries?

2. What strategies can be employed to enhance transparency and accountability in financial

management within developing countries to mitigate the risk of debt crises?

3. How can developing countries diversify their sources of financing to reduce dependency

on external borrowing and mitigate risks associated with currency fluctuations?

4. What are the ethical considerations surrounding debt relief and restructuring initiatives

for developing countries, and how can these be addressed in international policymaking?



TOPIC B: Combating Illicit Financial Flows
and Money Laundering
Topic Background

Illicit Financial Flows (IFFs) are illegal movements of money across borders, referring to

its sourcing (ie. smuggling, corruption), its transfer (ie. tax evasion), or its use (ie. illegal private

investments). ECOFIN is leading international efforts to combat these illicit transfers, which

have the dangerous potential to destabilize nations. IFFs pose a significant challenge to the

economic stability of countries and their connection to the overall global economy. They have

the ability to inflate prices, drain foreign exchange reserves, distort competition, and reduce

government revenue. IFFs also encourage further criminal activity, erode trust in public

institutions, and undermine the rule of law, all posing a threat to a country’s political stability.

A specific challenge relating to IFFs comes with their attachments to bordering

economies and the possible weakening of social cohesion among neighboring nations. Due to

their illegal nature, IFFs are inherently difficult to measure and are only further complicated

given their transfer across borders and the lack of transparency connected to the activities that

underlie them. Many of these flows are generated by activities that are deemed financial crimes.

Attempts to measure, identify, and manage IFFs are key focuses of the ECOFIN committee and

are currently growing to take center stage.



Current Situation

Money laundering and illegal financial flows continue to facilitate activities and endorse

tax evasion on a large scale. Despite efforts to strengthen regulations, there are still sufficient

gaps that allow large amounts of contaminated funds to enter the financial systems of several

nations. It is estimated that over $2 trillion is laundered each year, but due to the nature of these

activities, precise measurements are challenging.

Addressing money laundering and illegal financial flows requires improving transparency

and promoting border cooperation. Some key issues that contribute to these crimes include

enforcement of ‘know your customer’ rules, as a lack of beneficial ownership registries in certain

jurisdictions and inconsistent regulations across countries create vulnerabilities in the global

financial system. Tracing, freezing, and recovering profits hidden offshore also pose challenges

as the issue of country sovereignty is introduced. Effectively combating these crimes requires not

only monitoring systems but also the political commitment from governments to take concrete

enforcement actions against both corrupt individuals and banks that neglect their due diligence in

preventing the flow of illicit funds.

Possible/Past Solutions

Potential policy solutions should include oversight of financial centers, increased

information sharing among law enforcement agencies, and wider adoption of technologies like



blockchain analytics. The United Nations has been actively working to combat IFFs. One

important effort is the United Nations Convention Against Corruption, which was ratified in

2005 and aims to strengthen cooperation in asset recovery and law enforcement.

Additionally, the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda urges countries to reduce

financial outflows by 2030 as part of Goal 16 for peace, justice, and strong institutions. However,

noticeable progress in this area remains limited with a few decreases observed in estimates of

money laundering. To prevent funds from entering circulation, policymakers emphasize the need

for enhanced transparency measures. Several regions have implemented ownership registries that

identify individuals profiting from assets. Nonetheless, there are still gaps in participation that

allow for anonymity in some areas. Expanding the coverage of registries would be a step towards

limiting the creation of shell companies commonly used to hide illicit funds.

Implementing ‘know your customer’ and ‘citizen identification’ requirements can assist

in monitoring transactions within financial systems. Still, there are tensions regarding privacy

rights due to these reporting rules. Further adoption of analytics and digital currency monitoring

could offer solutions for tracking global financial crimes. Cryptocurrencies and offshore banking

were initially used to hide funds. Now, with the help of advanced analytics powered by artificial

intelligence, it is possible to extract valuable information from even complicated transactional

patterns. If major financial institutions and offshore jurisdictions implement monitoring systems,

their ability to identify money laundering in real time would be significantly strengthened.



Questions to Consider

1. How can the UN balance enhanced financial transparency measures with potential

infringement on privacy rights and civil liberties? (Personal Privacy/Civil Liberties)

2. What specific reporting requirements should be established for multinational banks and

offshore financial institutions to aid the monitoring of potential money laundering/IFFs?

(Consider multinational bank regulation)

3. Should requirements for universal beneficial ownership registries be incorporated to limit

the creation of anonymous shell companies that enable illicit financial flows?

4. What liability standards should financial institutions and governments face for failing to

prevent and report suspicious transactions indicative of money laundering?

5. How can ECOFIN expand the adoption of and access to advanced analytics technologies

for monitoring financial crimes without enabling the misuse of such tools?

6. What specific channels and programs should the UN develop for better training and

equipping law enforcement to combat complex, international money laundering schemes?

7. How can proposed UN financial regulations balance equitably enforcing common

standards worldwide while accounting for disparate capacities across developed and

developing countries?


